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Subject: Print UV Russia held in Switzerland
On October 11th, 2018, the 3rd industry conference Print UV Russia was held in Zurich. The first two
conferences took place in Russia in 2016 and in 2017 - in St. Petersburg and in Moscow,
respectively, and attracted a large interest from all Russian printers.
This year conference was held in Switzerland and, in addition to the Russian printers, colleagues
from Baltic countries took part in it. The main theme of the event still has not changed and was
devoted to the features and benefits of LED-UV printing technology. The base for the event was a
company Chromos AG, representing in the region both offset printing equipment RMGT and LED
technology.
The first to the guests with an opening speech was CEO of the company "Terra Systems" Mr. Stefan
Valuisky. He spoke about the established tradition of annually holding a branch conference Print UV
Russia, noted the growing interest in Russia in LED-UV printing technology.
Word was also given by the founder of the Druckerei Kyburz AG, Mr. Konrad Kyburz. Sports and
print technology in his youthful years became the main life priorities. Starting as simple printer, over
time, he founded his own small production. Today Druckerei Kyburz AG is a printing house
specialized in personification and became special technologies printing center. Four web presses
and two sheet fed presses make the basis of production. Equipping the printing presses with LED
dryers deserved special attention. One web press and two sheet fed presses (RMGT 920PF-9 and
RMGT 520ST-5) successfully work with LED-UV. Less than a year has passed since launch of a
9-color RMGT 920PF-9 press with perfecting device and two dryers.
Chromos AG, Director of Sales and Marketing Mr. Heinrich Maag, with a report on the profile of
Cromos AG, represented brands in the local market and the success of LED technology combined
with the new RMGT printing presses in Switzerland and Austria.
After a short break technical director of "Terra Systems" Mr. Alexey Iskorostinsky presented RMGT
920 series printing presses. The conference participants learned about the main advantages and
technical innovations of these Japanese machines with A1 printing size. After that the guests of the
event could see the new 9-unit printing press RMGT 920PF-9 with two LED dryers at work and ask
any questions to the printing staff.
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After the demonstration of printing equipment in the work, well-known printers from St. Petersburg –
Mr. Maxim Rumyantsev (“Lyubavich” printing house) and Mr. Sergey Pitikov (“PSP-Print” printing
house) shared their experience of using the RMGT 920 series printing technology and LED-UV.
Guests at the event actively asked questions, the answers to which often turned into an interesting
discussion. Successful event.
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